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New York’s 2022 General Election Scorecard
1. Were the voter rolls accurate, as required by the National Voter Registration Act of 1993? 

Seemingly Invalid or Illegal Registration Type Number of Instances

Counterfeit registrations 1,467,399

Registered after 2022 GE cutoff date, yet voted 9,766

Purged with no purge date 1,545,711

Purged records that were never active 712,360

Registered after last voted date 143,226

Voter identity unverified 201,908

Age discrepant registrants (older than 115yo, the oldest known person in the US) 20,023

Registered before age 16 4,910

Blank address registrants 48,784

January 1st registration date, 1900-2022 988,863

APPARENT REGISTRATION VIOLATIONS: 5,142,950

2. Were the votes counted from eligible voters, as required by the US Constitution?
Seemingly Invalid or Illegal Registration Type that Voted in 2022GE Votes cast in 2022 GE

Counterfeit registrations 449,856

Counterfeit registrations - DOUBLE+ VOTES 2,440

Registered after 2022 GE cutoff date, yet voted 9,766

Purged with no purge date 942

Purged before the election 2,524

Registered after last voted date 2,597

Voter identity never verified 3,825

Age discrepant registrants (older than 115yo, the oldest known person in the US) 599

Registered before age 16 2,032

Blank address registrants 16,623

January 1st registration, all years 1900-2022 254,090

APPARENT VOTING VIOLATIONS: 745,294

3. Was the number of votes counted equal to the number of voters who voted?
Official Source Reported Total

NYSBOE Official Results of 2022 GE report 5,965,684 votes counted

NYSVoter raw data, official federal document 5,930,372 voters who voted

DIFFERENCE: 35,312 more votes counted than voters who voted

4. Was the number of ballots in error valid according to the Help America Vote Act of 2002?
Apparent voting violations in the 2022 GE according to NYSBOE raw data 745,294

Allowable ballot error rate is 1/125,000, so NY 2022GE was allowed 48 errors 48

DIFFERENCE: 745,246 errors in excess of the legal standard
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We will be working with each state to develop court worthy evidence covering the violations enumerated in the following 
chart. As can be seen in the New York example, there appear to be millions of violations of the law embedded in this data 
and we intend to force an investigation, reconciliation and prosecution of similar claims in each state under black letter law.
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